Automation –
Arrive home safely, securely … and in style

It’s not anyone’s idea of fun to battle the elements on a dark, stormy winter’s night, grappling with the keys to open your garage door. Imagine arriving home and at the simple touch of a button, driving straight into your garage without having to leave the comfort of your car. Our range of GaraMatic electric door operators can bring you this convenience at a surprisingly low cost. Choosing to fit one of our operators won’t change your life, but it will make it just a little bit more comfortable.

GaraMatic operators and Garador garage doors are a tried and tested combination, perfectly matched and prepared for easy installation. For your safety all GaraMatic operators comply with the latest European standards (BS 13241) including automatic reversal and self-monitoring closing forces. Security is provided by the integral anti-burglar device preventing the door from forced unauthorized entry.

With the latest range of ultra-secure bi-directional hand transmitters using 128 bit encryption, you can also check the door position via the transmitter when you are not in sight of the door.

All Garador operators come with a comprehensive 5 year warranty
Two operator variants – Reliable, safe and maintenance-free

**GaraMatic 20** (Peak force 1000 N)
**GaraMatic 10** (Peak force 800 N)

- Bi-directional radio technology is secure and ensures no one can copy your signal
- 50% faster than other operators with a maximum opening speed of 22cm a second
- Automatic locking preventing forced entry
- Automatic safety reversal
- Remote status query feature indicates whether your garage door is open or closed
- Bisecur technology provides a more reliable signal that can be used over longer distances
- Adjustable soft start and soft stop
- Self closing timer option (light beam device required)
- Half open function for ventilation
- Light beam device included as standard with GaraMatic 20

**GaraMatic 9** (Peak force 750 N)

- Fast opening with a maximum speed of 14cm per second
- Automatic locking preventing forced entry
- Integral light
- Soft start and soft stop
- Equipped with status query technology to indicate whether your garage door is open or closed
- Simple to operate

BS 13241 Compliant
The combination of Garador garage doors with GaraMatic operators complies with the latest European safety standards.
Mobile radio accessories

5 button Bi-directional hand transmitter
4 Control buttons, plus a status function. Available in matt black texture, high-gloss black or white. The 5 button hand transmitter comes with a remote status query feature so you can check whether your garage door is closed at the press of a button.

2 button Bi-directional hand transmitter
Features 2 control buttons and an eyelet for a key ring. Available in high-gloss black or white, green, red, carbon fibre, aluminium and wood effect.

4 button Bi-directional hand transmitter
4 Control Buttons. Available in matt black texture with chrome or black end caps. Features 4 control buttons and an eyelet for a key ring. The 4 button hand transmitter can be programmed to open up to four garage doors.

1 or 4 button Bi-directional hand transmitter
1 or 4 Control Buttons. Available in high-gloss black. The 1 button hand transmitter combines convenience and style with the simplicity of a single button to operate your garage door. The 4 button hand transmitter can be programmed to open up to four garage doors.

Hand transmitter station
Available in high-gloss black and white. The hand transmitter station provides a handy and stable solution for storing your 5 button, 4 button or 1 button remote hand transmitter when it is not in use.
Stationary radio accessories

**Designer 2-channel transmitter**
Aluminium look (fig. left)  
Bright chrome-plated (fig. right)  
2 control button functions.  
Also usable as a key ring.  
This transmitter offers a modern, stylish look and works well as a key ring so it is easy to reach when you are in the car or on the go.

**4 Button Bisecur Keyring Transmitter**
4 button functions,  
with button lock-out,  
incl. key ring  
The 4 button keyring transmitter features bisecur technology for additional security.

**Transmitter for cigarette lighter**
1-channel (fig. left)  
2-channel (fig. right)  
One or two key functions.  
For insertion into Car cigarette lighter.  
In car transmitter plugs directly into your car cigarette lighter and can be programmed to open up to two garage doors.

**Wireless code switch**
With Slide Lid (fig. left)  
For 10 functions.  
With illuminated buttons.  
Designed to conveniently open your garage door when a 4-10 digit security code is entered. All buttons are illuminated for ease of use, perfect for accessing your garage on those dark winter nights. The Wireless code switch with Slide Lid protect the key pad from the elements. Up to 10 security codes maximum.

**Wireless finger scanner**
For 2 functions and up to 12 fingerprints.  
Operate your garage door with the Garador wireless finger scanner, a highly secure device capable of reading a person’s fingerprint and then enabling access to the garage(s).
Wireless wall console
For 2 operators, or operator functions.
Wireless wall console allows the operation of the door from a fixed location without the need for wires. Ideal where cabling could be a problem.

Wired wall console
For 3 functions.
With illuminated button.
Along with a large illuminated button for conveniently opening the door, the Wall console has two additional buttons. These can be used to control the operator light and completely switch off the radio-control system for the operator, e.g. while you are away on holiday.

Only for GaraMatic 10 and 20.

Push Buttons
Single function.
Available with or without illuminated button.
Conveniently open and close the garage door at the push of a button.

Key switch
In recessed and surface-mounted versions.
Key switches allow you to activate your automatic operator at the turn of a key.
They are suitable for recessing into masonry or face-fixed mounting to your garage wall.

Light beam device
One-way photocell system.
The light beam device provides additional peace of mind, as when the door is closing, should the light beam be interrupted, the operator will stop the door immediately and raise it, allowing any obstruction to be removed.